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Risk of 
Damage due 
to Structure 

Failure

Personal 
Safety
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Centre Pier 11

North Wall 14

East Wall 17
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Appendix B

Site Inspection Notes





Inspection Date

193097 EAST BREAKWATER OUTTER 05Sep19

Town of Cobourg Water Level (IGLD) 75.3 m

Chainage Notes Water Depth (m)

Start Sheet pile wall east side  starts as Zpile

0+00 Minor rust <1mm pitting, 80% algae coverage starting below water line, bottom sandy 2.3

0+27 Hole above waterline 4cm diam. 53cm from top of deck on out pan.

0+34 Another hole same as above 

0+39 0 2.64

0+43 Hole ripped appearance, 60cm from top of deck, 5cm diam. Right on inpan seam

0+45

Switches to Upile shape, a tie every 3rd inpan at top. Ties intact but wailer bolts near end missing  total 

12 missing. Thicker marine growth bottom 1m covered in zebra mussels

0+65 Pin at top of wall pulled out, knuckles interlocked well

0+75 End of sheet piles open at end and can see timber cribs behind

0+75

Start of concrete cap breakwater

11.5m out from waterline concrete cap turns vertical & sits on cribs, Concrete vertical  74cm 80cm

Water line to top of crib 1.48m, 1m height of exposed crib.

30 to 50 cm vertical gap 3.8m long at top of crib with no fill

Fill  14x16x8cm smaller material(measured), 30x20x15 larger material (estimated)

0+85

Additional timber missing  2 at top instead of just one, Only one timber on bottom

Fill material missing 86cm from bottom of concrete cap to fill 

No material on bottom, just sandy lakebed

0+86 Spawling 50cm high along waterline consistent, 35cm depth

0+88 60cm between cap and fill back to only missing top timber

0+90

All timbers present for approx. 90cm then back to missing one of the top 2 timbers with 30cm fill missing

Cap resting on E/W timbers not on N/S timbers

0+91

Form joint in concrete (Joints every 6m)

Cross members every 1m, can see 4 ends stacked, act as secondary wall east/west inset 20cm behind 

East Face wall

Timbers measured at 17x17cm

0+93 Only bottom 2 timbers running N/S present

0+95

Vertical timber every other E/W line which happens every 1m, only 2cm gap between cap and fill 

material

0+97 Joint

0+99

Large Spawled section 63cmH 2.65m long, depth varies avg. 92cm measured at edge of vertical face. At 

joint between cribs. No fill visible

0+103

New cribbing 28cm gap between cribs, missing 2 timbers for 50cm  then only top timber for 80cm, then 2 

timber missing again.

0+105

Cross (E/W) top timber 60% deteriorated, gap 26cm concrete to fill. Then 1m of all present/good N/S 

timbers

0+106 missing top timber 

0+108

gap between N/S sections of timber. can stick hand in, top timber inset, hole in timber smaller than fist 

size.

0+109 Joint

0+123

small gaps in timbers running N/S 35cm sections 15cm high one below top timber inline with cross 

section

0+125 2nd timber down, 35cm gap space between 94cm

0+126 Another gap

0+135

Chunk of cap missing 2.59m long, 66cm high 78cm depth, Top timber present

back to typical 75cm (instead of 50cm) section missing at waterline

0+140 35cm gaps still present

0+143

Joint

Chunk of cap missing at edge of joint 2.4m N/S, 61cm High, 69cm deep

0+145

Missing top N/S timber, One cross E/W timbers coming right to outer face sitting on top of N/S timbers 

below

Breakwaters and Basin Walls Condition Assessment

*all measurements are approximate



0+147 Missing 3 timbers for 1m

0+148 From here only missing top timber, Spawling start 2.42m long, 62cm high 78cm deep

0+158 Missing top 3 timbers 1 m, then 2 top timbers missing, 58cm between cap and fill

0+163 Spawling 87cm high, still missing top two timbers

0+170 Missing only 1 timber N/S

0+173 back to missing 2 top timbers , lakebed slopes back towards cribs

0+174 Joint between cribs  no fill

0+175

Spawling in concrete cap 1.41m wide, 82cm high, 76cm deep, All 4 timbers running E/W & N/S gaps 

around E/W timbers

0+178

approx.1/2" Plate 1.15m tall by 2.38m 2cm off bottom up to concrete cap  very secure to wall

Slight slope towards toe of lakebed

0+181

Approx. 11cm gap between plates, 2.35m long 2nd plate, timbers behind plate. Extends into lakebed and 

all the way to cap. Ends at 0+183 2m

0+183 Spawling 54cm at waterline  consistent along breakwater

0+185 E/W all 4 timber present

0+187 E/W top 2 timbers present, Missing second timber from top N/S

0+189 All timber present  4 high

0+192 Second timber from top  missing deteriorated 1.55m long 95% gone

0+195 Plate 1.36 long 1/2" thick in front of timbers  

0+197

At lighthouse north end  Pieces of concrete on lakebed (concrete cap?), lighthouse formed in to 

concrete cap.

Void 2.9mm piece x 60cm x94cm deep, timber crib below.

2.6m long piece on Lakebed  could have fallen out of wall/cap

38cm gap concrete cap to fill material

0+200

Another plate  wedged behind stone  1.4m exposed then hidden behind stone

Toe of stone 34m off waterline, completely hides any timbers that might be present

END

Stone average size in front of crib 1.65mx 1.25mx 50cm Forming revetment protection

toe approx. 5m from waterline around end random placement (loose placement) more stacked than 

sloped especially at toe. Some larger stone may have fallen down.



Inspection Date

193097 EAST BREAKWATER INNER 18Oct19

Town of Cobourg Water Level (IGLD) 75.0 m

Chainage Recorded 

During Inspection

Corresponding East 

Chainage Notes Water Depth (m)

0+00 0+200

Stone 2x2x0.75m, sandy bottom, toe 5m off waterline

Stone missing  rolled out, space on shore at waterline 2x2m

0+10 0+190 Toe 1.5m out from waterline, stones random placement

0+14 0+186 stone rolled out 3 out from waterline, 3x0.45x0.75m No obvious holes on shore

0+25 0+175

Void just below water line

Stone 2m away 1.25x2x0.6m

0+27 0+173 another stone rolled out 3m, 3x1.1x0.65m  Void on shore

0+30 0+170

Another two stones, one 3m from waterline, second rolled out stone beyond  similar size to 

previously observed stones

0+35 0+165 Toe 5m from waterline  2 stones deep

0+40 0+160 Stones 7m off waterline

0+45 0+155 Stones 7m off waterline  1.25x3x0.72

0+50 0+150 Smaller stone material offshore  1.5x0.7x thickness undetermined  buried

0+52 0+148

Broken cap on surface, only one rock underwater at toe, remainder of revetment above 

waterline

0+55 0+145 Missing stones at waterline found 6m out one 0.4thick and buried another offshore of that. 

0+60 0+140

Change in revetment more stone going north slope 3 to 4m off waterline to toe. Slope is 

uniform. Fewer missing stones/ gaps

0+65 0+135 Toe is closer back to 1.5m

0+66 0+134 Voids where stones have rolled out away from revetment

0+70 0+130 Good condition  1.5m out to toe consistent

0+75 0+125 Good condition  1.5m out to toe consistent

0+80 0+120 End of revetment  Cribs continue North

0+90 0+110

Concrete cap on cribs, cap overhangs timbers 14cm, 1.5m from deck to timbers (cap thickness)

Cribs 1.1m exposed face, timbers 25x22cm,covered in mussels, solid only 6.5cm penetration, 

small amount of splitting

Cross timber doesn't come all the way through at top, creates gap in wall, stone in crib, no 

evidence of stone on bottom. Bottom to cross members come all the way through  style is 

continuous for this side. Silt and Mussels on lakebed only a few stones

0+91 0+109

Concrete on surface spawled, 20cm missing completely horizontal Continuous until the north  

end of the cap  start of SSP

0+100 0+100 Timber on bottom, 49x20H missing 60cm from bottom

0+103 0+97 Chain on face of crib

0+109 0+91 Can reach in crib. No stone above 5060cm from lakebed. No signs of stone on lakebed

0+110 0+90

Undermined  Flow at toe through wall (45x25H void), Cap damaged on top but covering crib/ 

can't see in, can't feel anything in void

0+113 0+87 Drawing water in to crib through similar void

0+115 0+85 Exposed pin  Void 39x20Hcm, 55cm off bottom can't feel anything when probed

0+120 0+80 Void pulling in material (weeds) 40cm off bottom, high flow

0+121 0+79 Missing timber below cap

0+123 0+77 Exposed timber 40cm before cap, 91cm cap to waterline

0+130 0+70

Start of Sheet pile wall, gap between cribs and start of SSP, strong flow East to West.

UPile sheets, minor pitting, small rust blooms, mussels coverage 100% 1.5m off bottom, no 

scour or undermining.  

Ties at top every 4 inpans, interlocks tight 1.41

0+140 0+60 Knuckle to knuckle width 42cm depth 15.5cm, Cap is steel between chainage 0+130 & 0+160 2.66

0+154 0+56 Missing wailer pin, Still rust blooms in "freezethaw" zone knuckles tight

0+160 0+40 Transition to zpile 42.5cm width, 18cm depth (out pan 37cm)

0+165 0+35 Piles in good condition. Mussel coverage the same. Toe full penetration 2.77

0+171 0+29 "Corner"  Change in direction of wall 

0+184 0+16

Sandy bottom  pushing metre stick in, resistance after 51cm, no scour or undermining, 1.5mm 

pitting closer to waterline 1.37

0+200 0+00 Changes to concrete cap 2.36

Breakwaters and Basin Walls Condition Assessment

*all measurements are approximate



Water depth notes

ssp corner to cap section 11ft 

a south end 8ft

Then 7ft

until 1/2 way down revetment 910ft

The back to 78ft

At transition to crib up to (for 5m) 12ft

back to 9ft

Slopes up to ssp 6ft



Inspection Date

193097 WEST BREAKWATER 05Sep19

Town of Cobourg Water Level (IGLD) 75.3 m

Chainage Recorded 

During Inspection

Corresponding East 

Chainage Notes Water Depth (m)

Stone breakwater Bottom sand, 3x2x1m stone on shore, toe 3 to 4 m from waterline 1.1

0+00 0+00

Concrete starts  Stones in front of concrete 4m from end

Top of deck 0.4m to water line 1.53m of concrete to timber cribs 59cm exposed face

Timbers 16cm, 13or14cm  Depth 23cm (rectangle shaped)

0+10 0+10

Crack just above water line concrete above 27cm thick

Cribs approx. 8cm of sand fill on top of small stone material by feel 

0+20 0+20 Damage at surface  Void 57cm tall up from top of crib 4cm width, 38cm deep 1.64

0+22 0+22 Void  52cm high, 4cm wide, 38cm probe in hits concrete or something hard

0+24 0+24

Void at toe 38cm width , 34cm high probe all the way in  Flow through wall   Material pushed away on 

lakebed  4" gap between N/S and E/W timbers

0+26 0+26 Void  N/S timber 27cm x 24cm high probe all the way in

0+30 0+30

Damage on surface might be a form joint  spawling 93cm W 8cmH 22cm probe in, 77cm from top of 

deck

Damage 1.97m E/W 6cm at worst, avg. 4cm probe 20cm avg. 47cm max. 58cm from top of deck 1.16

0+30.5 0+30.5 Vertical Crack 7cm wide x 13high x 910 cm penetration starts 80cm from top of cap

0+31 0+31

Vertical crack  top of cap to 51cm  5cm at widest, 4cm probe, horizontal crack 51cm down from  

Another crack 51cm up from bottom probe 40cm.

1.88 concrete depth   Top of deck to lakebed all concrete 1.06

0+33 0+33 36cm up from bottom 2cm wide, 5cm probe

0+35 0+35

Timber reappear Vertical height on exposed timbers 50cm  water seen coming through at base  50cm 

high pile of sand/ lakebed pushed inside breakwater

0+36 0+36 N/S timber with water rushing though  shells pushed through on lakebed  timbers in good condition

0+38 0+38 N/S timber with probe goes all the way in  don't see any fill material in gap  Cap intact, regular scaling

0+39 0+39

Probe 27cm between timbers running E/W 2030cm above lakebed

Further east, timbers are tighter, and pushed up minimum 50cm inside

N/S timbers every 1.3 m  water rushing through

0+45 0+45

Tighter N/S timbers stones along toe 15x10x3min, larger stone 52x20x13, previously bottom 

composition just sand

0+48 0+48 Large spawled section  Damage on surface doesn't continue below water except as scaling 1.55

0+50 0+50

Crack  vertical 70cm x4cmx 2037cm probe, starts at timber going up

Lakebed sand and weeds

N/S soft to probe but not water coming through

0+55 0+55

E/W timber visible behind void 60cm no flow.

Crack vertical bottom of cap up 74cm x 3cm wide 32cm deep average

Form joint in cap 3 to 4 m long

Surface damage 0+48 0+55  missing top  of cap

0+57 0+57

Cribbing almost disappears  full concrete except bottom crib

Sand bottom again probes in 25cm  just hard packed sand

Can probe between timbers and concrete 56cm

0+65 0+65 Concrete proud of timbers 9cm  bigger than previously, timbers exposed on bottom in good condition

0+65.5 0+65.5

Vertical crack 72cm H x 34cm wide 39cm probe

Top of deck to waterline 38cm

Top of deck to bottom of concrete 1.58m 

Top of deck to lakebed 2.15 1.77

0+67 0+67

Spawling 35cm down from waterline 39cm w x 25cm H depth 1112cm

Timber N/S no flow, material around timber

0+69 0+69 N/S Timber damage  lots of surface damage 2/3 deteriorated, lots of soft soil material visible inside gap

0+70 0+70

Surface Damage  50cm below waterline, 2m widest

Width of deck 3.1m Damage 2.6m 

Vertical form crack 42cm spawled

Probe in 25cm hard material 

Height of exposed  timbers 50cm

0+76 0+76

Stones larger  50 x70cm might be concrete broken off

Probe 60cm into N/S timbers

0+84 0+84

End of surface damage  2 cribs meet E/W timber broken off pieces

Void  2m in face  50cm wide E/W gets wider inside crib 90cm, 70cm height inside void at centre. Soft 

sediment on bottom inside w/ a few Larger 30cm stones 

Damage in cap above void ends going east  waterline down 1.2m to top of timbers 

0+86 0+86

NEW SIZE Timbers 30cm high 20cm deep

Scaling on concrete below water not as severe.

0+90 0+90

Surface damage  extends 70cm below waterline, 59cm wide towards east, probe 49cm deep between 

joint

Top of deck to waterline 0.29m

Top of deck to bottom of concrete 1.69m

Exposed crib 0.59 1.99

Breakwaters and Basin Walls Condition Assessment

*all measurements are approximate



0+91 0+91

Crack 83cmH x 2cm w  25cm probe to bottom of concrete on surface, 22cm high below waterline to 

surface

0+93 0+93

Crack 80cm H, 2cm wide, probe in 38cm max

Damage spawling depth 35cm over 1.5m, 60cm below waterline and above to surface

0+95 0+95

Crack 25cm H from bottom of concrete 4cm depth and spawling, Spawling below water 6x9x3cmdeep, 

Full surface damage, 1m below waterline before in good condition

0+97 0+97

Vertical 73cm high crack below damage 2cm width probe in 46cm 

Cribbing below in good condition, bottom still sand

0+100 0+100

End of surface damage

Vertical crack 70cm x 4cm W x 28cm deep 

Spawling extending east 3.21m at waterline into cap 14cm then vertical spawling 90cm H x 56cm W, 

probe 3854cm

0+101 0+101 Timbers covered in sand 1.5

0+105 0+105 Form joint  60cm x 23cm W, 35cm probe

0+110 0+110 End of concrete visible on shore

Revetment Section

Toe out from waterline 3m , 2x2x0.5m stone size, sandy bottom, hard packed 

W/D taken at toe 1.4

0+05 0+115

1.52m toe from waterline  void at toe  one stone width, stones not tight at toe

Scour  lakebed drops adjacent to stone 35cm, 100% Marine Growth

0+20 0+130

Toe 12m from waterline Gap between stones looking west, stones not tight at toe Stone size 

1.7x1.8x0.75 avg 1.66

Concrete section 0+143

Concrete section approx. 32m long scaling on concrete 12 rows of stone in front of concrete, lower 

crest elevation (approx. 1m lower) 

0+146

Smaller stone behind large armour stone (300600mm), sitting in front of concrete wall. Wall straight 

no/minor damage below waterline, Waterline to top of deck 45cm 

Midline of concrete 0+160 Softer sediment on lakebed 32cm cover of sand

0+165 Near step up in wall stone missing at toe 2x2m void, more sediment on lakebed 80cm deep

Change in direction 0+175 Soft sediment but less depth  Larger stones toe 23m off waterline 3

Before gap 5m 0+195 Lakebed hard sand 1.7

Gap 0+200

One or two rocked piled, toe less than 1m off waterline, more of a vertical pile of rocks, on row below 

water 1.2

around end 0+230

stones extend further out from wall, 12m again

Stone on bottom 2x1x1m, 2m off of revetment

0+238

Toe stone up to 3m off waterline around end

Stone 57m off shore in gap between breakwaters

Lakebed zebras and hard bottom

Outer side of revetment 0+230

Large stones 1x1.5x3.4m to 5m

Toe 34m out, but large stones 5m out.

Evidence they came from the revetment and have moved offshore.

10m west of end 0+228

Missing stones above water scattered at toe and beyond, 

Void at toe, stones extend 78m from water line, Steeper slope above waterline

Blowout section +20m 0+210

1520m from waterline stones are scattered offshore, 

2025m wide 0+210 to 0+185

Good section to end 0+185

Toe 6m7m off waterline until 0+175, No missing stones but not tight together so some voids, even 

slope up from toe. 2025ft

At corner 0+175

Stones missing at shoreline, on corner. Some observed sitting out from toe, Slope is flatter around 

corner

At lower concrete 

section 0+165

Stone extend 10m off wall (toe) very few stone above waterline, stone 45m from toe

Stones seem smaller than previous stones 1.5x1.2x1.5m some larger.

At end of concrete 0+143

Larger stones return

Toe 5m from waterline

Start of concrete and 

cribs 0+110

Void to the East against concrete, Stone 9m off wall  stone could have come from wall. Very few stones 

above water in from of concrete for a distance of 3 to 35m along the wall, Slope consistent no longer 

steep

Lakebed 5cm of sand then clay material

0+075

Flat going out  material from shoreline piles underwater 10m offshore, Just hard packed sand lakebed 

no clay.

0+055 10m good section  stones not visible off of toe

0+030

Section of pulled out stone flattened slope up to 10 off wall, Toe 67m off waterline for another 30m to 

end of concrete

Revetment connection 

to land 0+000 "Funny" divot in land (north), toe 57m off waterline, no voids/missing stones 1215ft

Outside of revetment

lower concrete & corner 0+1400+180 water depth 6m

everywhere else water depth 4.5m



Breakwaters and Basin Walls Condition Assessment Inspection Date

193097 CENTRE PIER 18Oct19

Town of Cobourg Water Level (IGLD) 75.0 m

Chainage Recorded 

During Inspection

Corresponding East 

Chainage Notes Water Depth (m)

WEST FACE start at north end

0+00 0+110

Shallow water

Concrete cap on crib, stone extends along shore west

Cap  poured concrete on blocks sitting 20cm off bottom. 0.25

0+08 0+102

Void below cap 4m x 1.67m high concrete broke and fell on to crib? 

Broken timbers, exposed rebar

0+14 0+96 Crib Face 1.26 (timbers 22x25)

0+15 0+95

Ladder

Timbers tight  Start of new crib  penetration 0.5cm

pin with plate (10x10cm) 36cm from edge of crib, 93cm off bottom another one25cm off bottom 

with rod & bolts, very corroded, can't make out size of rod/bolt 

0+25 0+85 Pin 10x10 again very corroded 2 m off bottom, lower pin 40cm off bottom

0+27 0+83 exposed crib  2.85m 3

0+30 0+80 ladder

0+34 0+76

Gap at lakebed, no flow, small amount of scour in front

Another pin 2.54m above bottom, lower pin 36cm above bottom

0+36 0+74

Joint between cribs  vertical timber between  concrete in good condition  small amounts of 

spawling

0+40 0+70 timber in good condition minimal penetration

0+47 0+63 Void on bottom with flow  Deterioration 26wx15cmH

0+54 0+56 Spawling 20x30cmH x 17cm deep, above waterline at block poured interface

0+60 0+50

Bottom scour can push stick in 55cm hitting stone

Pins visible lengthwise between cribs 0.82 and 2m off bottom

0+61 0+49

3m of exposed cribbing 

Spawling 40x20Hx44cm depth at waterline

Scour on bottom 36cm penetration, consistent at joints 4.44

0+79 0+31

Scour at lakebed with small pocket of zebras, due to timbers butting up against each other and 

leaving a small gap

Gap between timbers up to 23cm wide x25H typical at lakebed, every couple metres gap, 1,3 and 5m 

apart

0+84 0+26

concrete spawling 44x,17H x5cmDeep at waterline, 2 pins still present on wall spaced approx. 1m 

apart

0+88 0+22 exposed crib  3.21m  Approx. 1m of concrete above waterline 4.43

0+91 0+19 Scour at lakebed  joint

0+95 0+15 Scour again at joint  75cm penetration to hit stone material  surging flow

0+105 0+05

at 0.5m off bottom, 1.85m long section without mussels then they reappear and missing again near 

corner

0+110 0+00

Corner  3.45m exposed crib  blocks start 14cm below waterline

Again a section with no mussels, 4.8

EAST FACE

Restart chainage corner steel belting at waterline 10cmH, 12m past corner on each face 

Pins still present in wall 37cm off bottom and 1.25m off bottom

0+00 0+00

4m exposed crib, Waterline to start of timbers 72cm?. 

block 1.2m starts 15cm below waterline

Clear of mussels at bottom 5.5

0+05 0+05

Crack above waterline 23mm wide, height of cap 1.2m, joint at lakebed evidence of past flow, Old 

anchor points visible

0+15 0+15

Spawling on block  24wx6Hx8Dcm, 39wx10Hx8cmdeep

Larger gap 6cm between blocks, 3038cm penetration,

30x20cm deep spawling 90cm penetration between blocks

0+20 0+20

Joint at Lakebed,

Block crack on diagonal 79cm long

32cm deep x 13hx26cm wide missing, space between blocks, probe 90cm

0+24 0+24

0+25 0+25

Joint between crib  vertical timber at gap between timber sections set back 85cm, 35cm gap 

flow at lakebed joint sucking material in

0+29 0+29

Blocks not tight corner broken off 49cm h 18cm deep, another lakebed joint with flow, they are 

approx. 34 m apart but some are only 1m apart

0+40 0+40 probe lakebed joint 36cm, 20cm soft, can push in up to 78cm but it is hard packed material

0+45 0+45 corner chipped on block 70cmHx 5x5

0+48 0+48 gap between cribs  48cm, 15cm between vertical and crib

0+55 0+55

Hole in line with crossmember, 90cm off bottom  probe entire metre stick  no resistance

Check & no obvious lean to wall

0+56 0+56 edge of block chipped away 25h x 5wx 14cm deep

0+60 0+60 joint at lakebed

*all measurements are approximate



0+63 0+63

Gap between timbers  probe 34cm

missing concrete 8wide x 20high x 13cm deep

0+65 0+65 ladder

0+70 0+70

cribs exposed face 4m, 1.32m top of crib to waterline , smaller corner chipped off block, more joints 

on bottom 5.32

0+75 0+75 35cm gap between sets of cribbing with vertical between

0+80 0+80 ladder damaged below waterline, no evidence of flow at lakebed despite gaps

0+82 0+82

Crack in block 35cm tall

Scrape 2.5cm deep in concrete horizontal just below waterline

0+87 0+87

Lakebed slopes up from here, Can probe 70100cm around cross members  no noticeable damage 

don’t lineup with each other 4.5

0+96 0+96 Timbers no longer exposed underwater

0+100 0+100

Corner water depth less than 1ft

After corner small material in front of wall 1:4 slope out 4m then drops off quickly 70 degree slope 

drop off

0+110 0+110

slope change to 45 degree offshore and more gradual going north 35degree, average 10cm diam 

stone on lakebed but ranges 3/4" to 30x70cm

0+125 0+125 gradual slope est. 25 degrees soft sediment and weeds

0+130 0+130 toe of slope 5m out from waterline

0+140 0+140 Toe slightly closer 4m out  A few larges stones up to 1m diam.

0+150 0+150 Gangway to dock toe is out further doesn't come above waterline (45m from waterline)

0+165 0+165 Very weedy at toe

0+175 0+175 Starting to get very shallow 0.75

0+187 0+187 Fuel dock wall

Fuel Dock Hpiles with timber lagging SE corner 0+00

0+05

Culvert 1.1m inside diam concrete bottom below lakebed, 11.5 wall thickness, flow out, 3cm stone 

and sediment and zebras inside. Lakebed slightly higher than bottom of culvert.

Concrete cap on timbers lagging  timbers in good condition

0+11 Vertical timber behind rub boards

0+15 height below rub rails 1.67m

0+28 Corner  wall turns north 1.87

Gap at base of wall can probe 24cm in and hit stone material



Breakwaters and Basin Walls Condition Assessment Inspection Date

193097 NORTH BASIN WALL 19Aug19

Town of Cobourg Water Level (IGLD) 75.5 m

Chainage Notes Water Depth (m)

0+02

Concrete Cap 115cm below waterline on crib

Repair in corner? using Channel for 10ft below cap, timbers below 27cm square 1.7

0+05 Joint in cribs, 23cm wide 14cm high cross timber, 90cm total height to cribbing

0+06

Sand spilling out 3/4" stone and zebra mussels visible

Horizontal crib timber pulled out from wall, creates 220cmx 70cmH void, depth varies 1m at 

centreline, 55cm east 1.2m west

Channel visible below waterline just below concrete, concrete block part of cap that extends 

over it, can probe in all the way with stick between blocks, approx. 1m High block goes behind 

channel at waterline

0+12 Ladder, Steel belting continues 108cm below waterline completely rusted

0+16

Spawling on edge of block 20x15cm, Timber have 33cm gap between and can probe up to 

90cm if forced 4

0+25

13x31cm corner chipped, cap sitting out further than wall and toe kicks out at bottom of wall

Concrete damage 30cm below waterline could be ice damage  chipped

0+27

Timbers soft for 2.5m, 1/2 a top timber can be pulled out of crib wall other half solid, Tie backs 

go through the channel which stops them from falling out  can wiggle bolt of tie. At toe can 

push through material between timbers 69cm  sandy

0+35

Pile of material in front of wall

Large Void under cap Filled with zebra mussels and soft sand, 70cm to 1.3m high, 2.2m wide 

can't feel the end of the depth, minimum 3m. Can see cross timbers on east side. 

Top timbers below gap in good condition but timbers are "pushed in" to void, until 70cm at 

lakebed is in good condition

Continuing east timber in good condition, channel present but rusted 3.5

0+38 New crib section  vertical timber between 

0+40

Cchannel pulled out and rotated up wall  bolts now vertical

Surface cracks on concrete blocks

0+41

Void  depth at least 3m, 36cm high by 1.2m wide, Slight buildup of material at toe  zebras and 

sediment

0+42 Cracking 3 to 5mm which leads to spawled section , timber intact,

0+46 Ladder and spawled section 46cm wide

0+51

Start of Sheet piles  spacer (Hpile) extended into cap, Void 20x18 behind steel sheet, No 

evidence of spilled material

Sheets 11m thick, small dents in sheets (may have been hit) one rip 42cm long vertical, pile 

starts 34cm below waterline

pan depth 13cm total width 37cm, C channel Sheets not capped 4.5

0+61

End of Sheet piles, timbers reappear  Void 25x22cm wide depth at least 1m between crib and 

cap widens behind sheets

Cap sitting inside timbers top stepping out 15cm. Conduit above waterline attached to cap

Approx. 2m from sheets, steel channel starts again  slightly better condition still rusted 4.3

0+66

Corner of block spawled  60cm w x 25cmH depth 25cm, Hole in cap 5cm diam. Eye bolts and 

other rods drilled into cap. Appear to have 5cm holes 

Still gap between timbers but penetration of rod only 15cm.

Lakebed still zebras and soft sediment

0+77 Cribs in good condition, cap in good condition joints tight no spawling 3.2

0+80 Build up of material on lakebed  zebras and soft sediment, small voids, probe in 20cm

*all measurements are approximate



0+82 Concrete blocks tight, no damage  timbers in good condition

0+86

Gap between blocks 3 cm  full metre stick penetration, Missing timber below cap, metre stick 

and arm length penetration without hitting material, 63cm X 23cmH

0+90

Culvert exiting across road  space 1.66h x 2.75mW  no concrete on bottom of culvert space, 

bedding of fill approx. 100200mm material and sand  Could dig up in to fill 9"+ no cap on 

floor of culvert

0+93

Cap material spawling on corner then in good condition going east. Timbers lean in , no 

channel, ties still present, 1/2 timber pulled away just below cap

Some material spilling out between crib joints

0+96 Joint between crib sections  vertical timber, 

0+100 Timbers running N/S can probe in full metre stick, but not between timbers on face on wall

0+104 Channel broken off   Dimensions 29cm T x 7cm web

0+108 Ladder  broken off below waterline  damage to top timber

0+115 timbers tight minimal penetration, small gap between concrete blocks <1cm

0+120

Channel in place but corroded completely, no material on bottom, zebras and soft sediment, 

damage on corners of concrete blocks 4.5

0+125 Transition between cribs, no evidence of material loss

0+130 Full metre stick penetration through sand material

0+135

gaps between timbers 2.5cm  90cm penetration 

Blocks cracked 60cm long 79cm wide, Can wiggle channel

0+140

From waterline  bottom of concrete blocks approx. 0.8m, 0.3m of cap on top below waterline, 

Cap formed on top and in front of block  total height below waterline 1.1m

Timbers in good condition can't probe in between

0+148 Lakebed comes up but appears to be because a log is trapping material

0+160 Transition between cribs, 35cm gap, tight between timbers to full metre stick penetration

0+166 gap between timbers 2cm

0+171

Crack  71cm long with maximum 6cm gap leading to spawled out section 22x9cm

Crack continues another 71cm located 50cm down from waterline 

0+175 Stick penetration 1m (all the way in) into sandy material 4

0+178

Cracks  40cm horizontal on east block (multiple cracks joining up), Crack 46cm on west block  

both 55cm below waterline

0+180

ladder  wall straight, corners of timbers rotted away but no gaps just make it appear not tight 

on face

0+187 Crack 16cm long spawling on corner 20x6cm wide

0+190

Joint between crib sections   material on bottom small stones present (fill material?)  no gaps 

between cribs

0+193

Shallower  channel present but corroded. Spawled  section on bottom of block 20x 7cmH, 

9cm deep 2.43

0+200 Very Shallow  timbers tight 1.34

0+210

Corner  gap 15wx66Hx77cm deep,  

Timbers behind face of concrete   Sheet Piles running N/S up to cap but don't meet timbers of 

wall

Culvert in corner  on east wall water flowing in to culvert



Breakwaters and Basin Walls Condition Assessment Inspection Date

193097 EAST BASIN WALL 19Aug19

Town of Cobourg Water Level (IGLD) 75.5 m

Chainage Notes Water Depth (m)

0+00

Damage on surface at corner between north and east wall. Sink hole  bricks have been cleared 

for repair. Angle welded on to sheet pile connects sheet pile to north wall concrete cap. Culvert 

with bars in front visible above and blow water. Flow going in to culvert. 

One inpan from culvert hole 4cm diam. Can probe in 59cm, 38cm below waterline

Marine growth up to 100% at bottom with coverage 5cm thick, minimal at surface

0+06 ladder

0+07

Pipe coming through wall  70cm diam. 30cm off bottom

Gap at joint with wall  100200mm stone visible behind wall 2.8

0+10 Bolt with nut on end pulled out from wall  30cm above lakebed 2.8

0+11

Outfall 60cm inside diam. with water flowing out and cutting trench in lakebed in front

Gap between pipe and wall  fish swam in  89cm wide can fully penetrate 1m stick, In line with 

sink hole on surface.

Cutting trench 30cm deep at outfall/wall

Past outfall, another bolt pulled out of wall near lakebed. What appears to be a wailer sitting 

on bottom but no clear indication if it was ever part of the wall.

0+15

Small hole 5cm diam. Water washing sand fill out, 45cm below waterline on inpan 

These holes become visible approx. ever 1/3 inpan

Sheet details  13cm deep, 29cm out pan , total width 77cm left edge of outpan to left edge of 

next outpan

0+19

Another Outfall 56cm diam.  no flow  fill material in pipe  inpan sit in front of pipe 

3cm gap on sides and zebra mussels behind bottom is tight to sheet piles.

1.5m top of pipe to waterline

Smaller pipe at waterline 11" diam.

0+20 Another pulled out tie and bolt, No signs of undermining at toe 3.9

0+22 3 inpans in a row with small holes  So far have seen 6 holes and they continue 

0+26

Bolt pulling out of wall 1m above lakebed

Every 4 in pans there's a tieback bolt pulled out of wall.

Hole #13 6cm diam. 1.28m above lakebed  2 more holes above on same wall one with eye 

bolt that could easily be pulled out

Minor pitting in sheet piles at freeze thaw zone 4

0+35

Crane (hoist) and sink hole on shore

Large hole 10cm diam. With bolt in it 17cm penetration, 2.8m below waterline

5.4m lakebed to Top of deck,

2 smaller holes 3.2

0+38

Far side of concrete pad for hoist. Tie back 8cm diam (extremely corroded) with 10cm hole 

above. Lakebed sandy silt and zebra mussels

0+40

Holes #28 to #30 one with eyebolt and another tie back bolt with gap above. Still pulled out 

and still every 4 inpans. Often bent down  this one is sideways

0+41 Ladder intact with hole #31 Behind (two more holes beside ladder)

0+43 Probe at lakebed  toe of pile intact and feel it 2ft down.

0+46

Tie back pulled out with stone visible in hole above  too big to pull out but sediment pouring 

out of hole when probed

Hole #36 (6cm diam on out pan  first one on out pan )

99cm centre line of hole to waterline 

0+49

Channel running perpendicular to wall  but not attached anywhere at lakebed  touching wall 

and going in to lakebed.

*all measurements are approximate



0+50

Steel "Bumper" at waterline 13cm depth (angled), 28cm "outpan 40cm total height

Pipe above waterline  3cm gap around  material could easily be removed  small stones

0+53

Hole #42  Build up of Material on Lakebed in front of wall large void above tie back at this 

location

0+56 Wall appears to lean in at top to east very slightly  toe not kicked out

0+59 Hole #47 45cm below waterline Tie back below  large gap stone could be pulled out 3.9

0+60 Hole #50

0+63

Holes #52

No more tie backs visible in wall

0+65

Wall leaning  or toe kicked out  top leaning in towards the east  

Small cut hole 13mm diam below one regular hole

0+69 Holes #55 and angle piece attached between knuckles of sheet

0+77 Holes #6061 (+ one tiny and 2 small)

0+78

Hole #64 edge of floating dock 

ladder 4.9

0+80

2 patched holes welded plate  Solid but some corrosion 

2 instances of 2 holes one above the other  8 formation  Hole Count #69,

Hole #72 , 2 more patched holes

0+89 Holes #74 and 2 more patched holes  no sign of tie rods at lakebed 

0+91 Toe is in good condition no separation or signs of damage

0+96 Holes #79  4.9m lakebed to top of pile 4

0+102 Hole count #84 

0+108

Sheet thickness 1/2" on out pan, 3/8" on angled wall

Hole #86  3 more holes

Some more holes but a few are plugged and not counted 3.2

0+115

Corner

Holes #97 total counted

0+118

End of sheet  no holes past corner 

Back to timber cribs  probe in 5090cm

East of corner 1m concrete spawled 50cm tall, 60cm to 1m below waterline scrapes along 

whole section


